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MARKET
OVERVIEW

KEY MARKET
CHARACTERISTICS
GERMANY
❖ Discerning, knowledgable travelers and careful planners
❖ Package holiday = most important form of organization

❖ High-street travel agencies = most important source for bookings
❖ Structural change in favor of direct bookings and Internet portals underway
❖ Online bookings: mainly flights, train tickets or hotels
❖ Bookings worth more than 1,500 uros are carried out by travel agencies
❖ Travel planning starts 6 months ahead, booking takes place 3 months prior to departure
❖ Annual leave entitlement: 5-6 weeks; average duration of trips: 12.9 days
❖ 55 plus generation = “backbone of tourism“
❖ Safety, price and brand are the key sales factors
❖ Travel prospects are bright due to a stable economy, low unemployment rate and low interest rates
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KEY MARKET
CHARACTERISTICS
AUSTRIA
❖ Very similar to German travel market
❖ Package holidays are key

❖ German tour operators own most Austrian tour operators; add Austrian branding
❖ Two major players: World of TUI and Thomas Cook AG
❖ Austrians prefer to book their holidays via travel agencies > safest and most comfortable way of booking
❖ Austria is largely resistant to crisis: Austrian economy is one of the most stable in Europe, fostering tourism
spending
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KEY MARKET
CHARACTERISTICS
SWITZERLAND
❖ One of the world‘s highest incomes
❖ Low unemployment rate and highly skilled labour force

❖ GDP per capita is among the highest in the world
❖ Extremely strong Swiss Franc
❖ Very high travel intensity: 2.9 trips per year, 65 % of trips go abroad
❖ Annual leave entitlement: 4-6 weeks of paid vacation
❖ Average duration of trips abroad: 6.5 nights
❖ Sophisticated travelers willing to pay for quality
❖ 50 % of Swiss book less than 2 months in advance
❖ Prefer to travel individually, value independence and flexibility
❖ Particularly for long-haul travel, the safety-minded Swiss consumer trusts experienced travel agencies
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TRAVEL
TO THE USA
❖ 2.05 million Germans visited the USA in 2016 whereof 482,000 Germans travelled to Florida
❖ Flight connection to Sarasota region: Direct flights from Frankfurt, Zurich, Düsseldorf into TPA and RSW
❖ Effect of Trump election on travel decisions: mixed feelings; some Germans are more reserved and hesitant

❖ Among long-haul destinations USA “remains by far the most popular destination for Germans, even if it is
experiencing a decline at present” (Deutscher ReiseVerband DRV)
❖ Tour operators continue to remain confident in America: TUI, Europe’s biggest tour operator and market
leader in Germany, has not seen a decrease in bookings in either package holidays or individual trips. Travel
company Thomas Cook has even expanded its U.S. travel offerings due to strong demand.

❖ Individual holidays, cruises, city trips and long-haul holidays = main growth segments
❖ Luxury and active holidays = good growth potential
❖ Beach holidays = stable demand
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MEDIA
LANDSCAPE

GENERAL
❖ Diverse and dynamic media landscape
❖ Germany = largest newspaper market in Europe: Per publication per day, 16 million daily newspapers and 5
million weeklies are sold
❖ Newspapers traditionally have a very high credibility
❖ Nowadays, publishing houses increasingly purchase their travel content from third parties and more and
more newspapers are forming conglomerates to cut costs by joining forces
❖ Germany has a growing market of consumer magazines, especially in the special interest segment; trusted
media brands increasingly release special issues
❖ Print publications reach out to millennials via dedicated online magazines, intending to target millennials by
means of the tools they frequently use – on their smartphone and via social media channels – and in a
multimedia manner
❖ Baby boomers are a very strong market > media are developing special products dedicated to the silver
society

❖ Independent media nowadays often struggle and lose circulation, but corporate publishing is thriving
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GENERAL
❖ Most German publications are also published in Austria and Switzerland
❖ These markets have their own magazines and newspapers, but the portfolio is limited to a much
smaller number compared to the very complex German media market
❖ Developments in Austria and Switzerland are much slower and more stable
❖ TV and radio: Germany, Austria and Switzerland have dual media systems with a coexistence of public and
private broadcasters
❖ Radio travel formats are popular while most of the established TV travel shows have vanished
❖ Radio is still strong in Germany: More than 75 % of Germans between 14 and 49 listen to the radio on a
daily basis
❖ Travel journalists still prefer “traditional“ PR tools such as press releases, story placements and press trips
to gain information
❖ Journalistic independence is key for German-speaking media
❖ Freelance journalists are facing stagnating or sinking wages and their number of clients is decreasing due to
more and more media mergers > less “pure” travel journalists
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INFLUENCERS
❖ Influencers are essential for communication with younger target groups
❖ New blogs are springing up like mushrooms, constantly changing the ranking of top influencers in the
market
❖ Some influencers are founding strong networks
❖ Compared to markets such as the UK or US, the numbers of top German-speaking influencers are still low
❖ Niche bloggers (e.g. family segment, food) are not to be neglected as they often call a very active
community their own, use a more personal approach and produce high quality content
❖ Social media penetration in Germany is low compared to other European countries
❖ Nevertheless, social media plays a huge part in the lives of the younger generation and German social
media use is growing and becoming more diverse across a wider range of networks

❖ Most popular networks: Facebook, Instagram, some national social media channels (e.g. Xing)
❖ Recommendations from vloggers and bloggers have an equal impact on purchase decisions as TV and radio
advertising
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TRAVEL
TRADE

TOUR OPERATORS
❖ Main suppliers of travel products to the consumer: they influence and control buying patterns by means of
advertising, marketing, distribution and product placement
❖ Tour operator travel packages are almost solely distributed via travel agencies
❖ Direct sales as a method of distribution is dominated by specialist/niche operators: customers are directly
addressed through direct mailings, advertising in special-interest magazines, etc.

❖ Majority of the market share is held by five mainstream operators distributing products via wholesale/retail
agencies: TUI, Thomas Cook, DER Touristik, FTI Group and Alltours
❖ Brochure validity: usually year-round, published in November
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TRAVEL AGENTS
❖ Almost 10,000 travel agencies > Germany has one of the highest densities in the world
❖ Travel agencies = primary booking source, significant product information and counseling source
❖ DRV’s latest figures: 60 % of holidays are booked with a travel agent, only 40 % of holidays are booked
online
❖ Travel agents influence the choice of transportation, airport of departure and tour operator product
❖ Travel agent turnover climbed by 3 % to the record value of 23.7 billion euros
❖ 20 % of tour operator affiliated travel agencies generate 80 % of turnover
❖ Roughly 50 % of all long-haul trips are sold via travel agents in German-speaking markets > trade trainings
are key
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Sources: FVW, DRV, traveller online, Trading Economics, Reiseziele.ch, Destatis.de, Statista.de, Travelconsul.com, Faz.net, Social
Media Atlas
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